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OBJECTIVE

The objective of this project is to perform a microbially

enhanced oil recovery field pilot test in the Southeast Vassar

Vertz Sand Unit (SEVVSU) in Payne County, Oklahoma. Indigenous,

anaerobic, nitrate-reducing bacteria will be stimulated to

selectively plug flow paths which have been preferentially swept by

a prior waterflood. This will force future flood water to invade

bypassed regions of the reservoir and increase sweep efficiency.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS

THE EFFECT OF CHEMICAL TREATMENTS ON THE GROWTH OF BACTERIA FROM
WELL IA-9 AND 7-2

Injection of nutrient stimulates the growth and metabolism of

reservoir bacteria, which produces beneficial products to enhance

oil recovery. Sometimes, chemical treatments are used to clean or

condition injection water. Such a chemical treatment has been

initiated by Sullivan and Company at the Southeast Vassar Vertz

Sand Unit. The unit injection water was treated with a mixture of

water, methanol, isopropyl alcohol, and three proprietary

chemicals. To determine if the chemicals would have an impact on

the pilot, it was important to determine the effects of the

chemical additives on the growth and metabolism of the bacteri_

from wells in this field.

Two types of media were used: a mineral salts medium with

molasses and nitrate, and this medium with 25 ppm of the treatment

chemicals added.



Samples were collected anaerobically from each of two wells,

IA-9 and 7-2. A sample from each well was inoculated and cultured

in the broth tubes of molasses-nitrate medium with and without the

chemicals. Culturing temperature was 35°C. Absorbance, pressure

and cell number were checked to determine if the chemicals affected

the growth and metabolism of bacteria in the brine samples.

Results

For cultures inoculated with the IA-9 brine, the maximum

absorbance of culture with the chemicals was higher than without

the chemicals. Both cultures had the same low starting absorbance.

The average maximum absorbance difference was 0.ii (Figure I).

Figures 5 and 6 show the average absorbance curves from three

replicates with the chemicals and without the chemicals. Cell

number count (Figure 3) confirmed the number of cells per 1 mm 3 in

the culture with chemicals is higher than that in the culture

without the chemicals. The measurement of gas pressure (Figure 4)

also showed that there was more metabolism with the chemicals than

without the chemicals.

The cultures inoculated with the 7-2 brine had high starting

absorbance. The average maximum change in absorbance was 0.22 with

the chemicals and 0.26 without the chemicals. This indicated that

the culture with the chemicals had slightly less growth than the

culture without the chemicals. However, growth did occur (Figure

2). Figures 7 and 8 show the average absorbance curves from three

replicates with the chemicals and without the chemicals. Cell
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number count (Figure 3) confirmed the result observed from

_bsorbance change. The measurement of gas pressure (Figure 4) also

showed slightly less metabolism occurred with the chemicals than

without the chemicals.

Conclusion

In the presence of the chemicals, growth and metabolism of

microorganisms from well 1A-9 were increased slightly, while that

of cultures from well 7-2 decreased slightly. The chemicals did

not have dramatic effects on growth and metabolism of bacteria from

either the IA-9 or the 7-2 wells.
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Figure 1. Growth of anaerobes in the brine from well 1A-9 in the

presence and absence of the chemicals
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Figure 2. Growth of anaerobes in the brine from well 7-2 in the presence
and absence of the chemicals
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Figure 3. Comparision of cell numbers in 1A-9 and 7-2 cultures with the
chemicals ( 1A-9C, 7-2C ) and without the chemicals ( 1A-9,
7-2 ) at 291.5 hours
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Figure 4. Comparision of pressures from 1A-9 and 7-2 cultures with the
chemicals ( 1A-9C, 7-2C ) and without the chemicals (1A-9,
7-2 ) at 291.5 hours.
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Figure 5. Growth of anaerobes in the brine from well 1A-9 in the
presence of the chemicals
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Figure 6. Growth of anaerobes in the brine from well 1A-9 in the
absence of the chemicals
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Figure 7. Growth of anaerobes in the brine from well 7-2 in the
presence of the chemicals
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Figure 8. Growth of anaerobes in the brine from well 7-2 in the
absence of the chemicals
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SOUTHEAST VASSAR VERTZ SAND UNI_

During the first quarter, 1991, the Halliburton Polyflood Pump

was delivered to the Southeast Vassar Vertz Sand Unit at well 7-2.

Pumping units already installed on the 7-1, 5-1, and 5-2 wells

were wired for electricity. In early January following a brief

period of shutdown, injection was resumed in the 7-2 well to

establish a stable pressure profile for a pressure fall-off test.

On February 11, that fall-off test was performed and results are

presented in Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12. Figure 9 shows the

pressure fall-off at well 7-2. At the initiation of the pressure

fa11-off test, the initial surface pressure at well 7-2 was 635

psig. This corresponds to the bottom hole pressure of 1460 psi.

During the first hour of the test the pressure fell 95 psi. By 24

hours, the 7-2 wellhead pressure had fallen 145 psi. At the end of

5 days (120 hours), the pressure of the 7-2 well had dropped to 420

psi. During the 7-2 fall-off test, wells 7-1, 5-1 and 5-2 were

monitored for pressure interference resulting from the shut-in of

well 7-2. First arrival of the pulse at well 7-1 from the shut-in

well of 7-2 was in approximately 6 hours, Figure 10. The total

pressure fa11-off of the 7-1, the well expected to have the

greatest amount of communication with the 7-2, was 64 psig 5 days

after shut-in of the 7-2. Well 5-1, Figure 11, indicated a first

response after 11 hours and a total pressure drop of 39 psi at 5

days. Well 5-2, Figure 12, showed a first response after 13 hours

and a total pressure drop of 38 psi. The results clearly indicate

there was communication between the 7-2 injection well and the
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three producing wells, 7-1, 5-1 and 5-2, that will be used in the

Field Pilot. The large pressure fall-off of the 7-1 confirms the

expectation that the communication between the 7-1 and 7-2 is

higher that between the 7-1 and 5-1 and 5-2 wells.

At the completion of the pressure fall-off test, wells 5-1, 5-

2, and 7-1 were opened to flow into the tanks that were provided at

the tank battery. The flow was regulated to give approximately i00

bbls of total fluid production per well. Also, injection into the

7-2 well was resumed at approximately 300 bbls per day for the

purpose of maintaining a flow balance in the test area. The three

producing wells had sufficient pressure at the surface to allow

them to flow at these rates without pumping. These wells initially

had approximately 200 psig surface flowing pressure. By the end of

the quarter, surface pressure had fallen to less than 50. One well

had fallen to zero pressure at the surface but was still flowing at

approximately i00 bbls per day of total fluid. Once flow had been

established for the producing wells, anaerobic samples of produced

water were taken for a microbial and chemical analysis on the fluid

from the pilot area. These analyses of the fluids will be compared

with the fluid analyses taken from other locations of the reservoir

prior to the beginning of our fie] _" pilot operations.
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FIGURE 9. Pressure fall-off at Well 7-2
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FIGURE 10. Pressure fall-off at Well 7-1 caused by shut-in of Well 7-2.
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FIGURE 11. Pressure fall-off at Well 5-1 caused by shut-in of Well 7-2.
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FIOURE 12. Pressure fall-of at Well 5-2 caused by shut-in of Well 7-2.
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